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Abstract

Movement is prospective. It structures self-generated engagement with objects and

social partners and is fundamental to children’s learning and development. In autistic

children, previous reports of differences in movement kinematics compared to neu-

rotypical peers suggest that its prospective organisation might be disrupted. Here, we

employed a smart tablet serious game paradigm to assess differences in the feedfor-

ward and feedback mechanisms of prospective action organisation, between autistic

and neurotypical preschool children. We analysed 3926 goal-directed finger move-

mentsmade during smart-tablet ecological gameplay, from28 childrenwithChildhood

Autism (ICD-10; ASD) and 43 neurotypical children (TD), aged 3–6 years old. Using

linear and generalised linear mixed-effect models, we found the ASD group executed

movements with longer movement time (MT) and time to peak velocity (TTPV), lower

peak velocity (PV), with PV less likely to occur in the firstmovement unit (MU) andwith

a greater number ofmovement units after peak velocity (MU-APV). Interestingly, com-

pared to the TD group, the ASD group showed smaller increases in PV, TTPV and MT

with an increase in age (ASD × age interaction), together with a smaller reduction in

MU-APV and an increase in MU-APV at shorter target distances (ASD × Dist inter-

action). Our results are the first to highlight different developmental trends in antic-

ipatory feedforward and compensatory feedback mechanisms of control, contributing

to differences in movement kinematics observed between autistic and neurotypical

children. These findings point to differences in integration of prospective perceptuo-

motor information, with implications for embodied cognition and learning from self-

generated action in autism.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Children move to engage the world of people and objects, and to

learn from those experiences (Delafield-Butt, 2018; Reed, 1996; Tre-

varthen & Delafield-Butt, 2017). They test the world with action and

learn its responses (Baldwin, 1895; Piaget, 1953). From the infant’s

first simplemovements (banging, sucking, smiling) to the serially organ-

ised complex projects of young children (grasping, stacking, climbing,

playing), self-generated movement forms the bedrock of psychologi-

cal experience on which learning, cognition and social understanding

develop (Clark, 1999; Koziol et al., 2012;Wilson, 2002; Delafield-Butt,

2018; Pezzulo et al., 2008; Pezzulo & Castelfranchi, 2009; Trevarthen

&Delafield-Butt, 2017).

Efficient prospective control of actions, processes involved in pre-

dicting, anticipating and achieving goals in the near or distant future

(von Hofsten, 1993), is crucial to the structure of sensorimotor expe-

riences (Delafield-Butt & Gangopadhyay, 2013). Each action must be

guided with an anticipation of its future effect (Bernstein, 1967; Tre-

varthen, 1984) as it moves experience from ‘where one is’ to ‘where

one wants to be’ as they bring the person usefully forward in time

(von Hofsten, 1993, 2007; Lee, 2009). Movement, and the motor sys-

tem on which it depends, enables development of a ‘sensorimotor

intelligence’ that underpins all experience, learning and social interac-

tions (Delafield-Butt & Trevarthen, 2015; Trevarthen &Delafield-Butt,

2015; Piaget, 1953; 1954). This early, self-generated learning is evident

in the fine detail of movement from birth (Delafield-Butt & Gangopad-

hyay, 2013), and high-precision analysis of its particular motor form

can indicate developmental risk (Delafield-Butt et al., 2018; Craig et al.,

2000; Torres et al., 2016). Disruption to movement in early childhood

can thwart learning. Early childhood motor delays or difficulties are

predictive of later socio-communicative difficulties (MacDonald et al.,

2014) and can be the first sign of neurodevelopmental disorder (Gill-

berg, 2010).

Recent evidence of a subtle, but significantmotor disruption associ-

ated with autism spectrum disorder (hereafter, autism or ASD) has led

to a growing body of research on sensorimotor difficulties and differ-

ences in autism at the kinematic, action and behavioural levels, from

impairments in motor coordination (Fournier et al., 2010) and motor

planning (Gowen & Hamilton, 2013), to differences in action imitation

(Williams et al., 2004) and its affective expression (Casartelli et al.,

2020).Movement differences have implications onhowweunderstand

socio-communicative development in autistic individuals (Bhat et al.,

2011) and how they make sense of the world in shared engagement

with others (Trevarthen &Delafield-Butt, 2013).

Notably, not allmovement differences are deficits per se. Individuals

optimise movement kinematics in reaction to external task constraints

that affect the efficiency and accuracy of their movements in relation

to a goal (Elliott et al., 2020)—a fundamental principle of prospective

action organisation (Lee, 2009).While it has been suggested that there

may be some form of neuromotor disruption in autism, such as greater

motor noise or imprecise muscular timing, these can be understood as

internal constraints on goal achievement. In this way, kinematic differ-

ences in autism can be seen as an adaptive developmental response to

RESEARCHHIGHLIGHTS

∙ Differences in movement kinematics have been increas-

ingly reported in autism spectrum disorder, and high-

lighted as a potential contributing factor to its social fea-

tures.

∙ We analysed close to four thousand goal-directed swipes

frompreschool and autistic children, assessed ecologically

during smart-tablet gameplay.

∙ We found group differences in the anticipatory feedfor-

ward and compensatory feedback components of chil-

dren’s goal-directed actions, arising from different trends

with increasing age.

∙ Our findings reveal developmental differences in the

prospective organisation of movement, which is funda-

mental to children’s learning throughmotor experience.

optimisemovement to achieve goals in the presence of intrinsic neuro-

motor constraints. This is supportedby recent empiricalwork reviewed

by Elliott and colleagues (2020) showing that motor learning in autis-

tic individuals leads to different kinematic patterns (such as increased

spatial variability). Importantly, motor control and learning neverthe-

less appear intact as autistic individuals successfully solved the motor

task. Interestingly, they differed from neurotypical controls on how

they relied on visual (Hayes et al., 2018) and contextual (Foster et al.,

2020a) information duringmotor learning. This suggests that visuomo-

tor integration plays a different role in learning through motor experi-

ences in this adaptive developmental system.

In this paper, we advance a multiple-process model of goal-directed

aiming following a comprehensive framework for analysis of goal-

directed movement kinematics (Elliott et al., 2010, 2017). Movement

kinematics are directly related to the neuro- and psycho-motor pro-

cesses underlying movement generation, including perception, plan-

ning, feedforward and feedback control (Bootsma et al., 2004; Fitts,

1954; Kawato, 1999; MacKenzie et al., 1987; Wolpert et al., 1995;

Wolpert &Ghahramani, 2000;Woodworth, 1899; Lee, 2009).

Kinematics variables describe the movement and reflect its motor

plan. For example, ‘peak velocity’ (PV), ‘time to peak velocity’ (TTPV)

and ‘PV of the first MU’ reflects the execution of an efficient goal-

directed movement using feedforward control, and kinematics such as

the ‘percent time after PV’ and the number ofMUs reflects the recruit-

ment of feedback control, while overall movement time (MT) reflects

the speed-accuracy trade-off in generating efficient and accurate goal-

directedmovements (Elliott et al., 2010, 2017).

1.1 Movement kinematics in autism

Compared to neurotypical controls, atypical movement kinematics

have been reported in autism in a variety of tasks, including longer MT
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s (Campione et al., 2016; Forti et al., 2011; Glazebrook et al., 2006,

2009; Mari et al., 2003; Stoit et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2014) as well as

lower peak velocities (Forti et al., 2011; Glazebrook et al., 2006; Mari

et al., 2003) and longer times to PV (Campione et al., 2016; Glazebrook

et al., 2006, 2009), all of which point to differences in feedforward con-

trol. However, some studies did not find evidence of group differences

in MT s (Dowd et al., 2012; Fabbri-Destro et al., 2009; Papadopou-

los et al., 2012) or peak velocities (Campione et al., 2016; Dowd et al.,

2012; Yang et al., 2014). One study has suggested, to the contrary,

that autistic individuals execute movements with greater PV than neu-

rotypical individuals (Cook et al., 2013). In addition, peak acceleration,

also thought to be associated with feedforward control (Elliott et al.,

2010), was lower in autistic young adults compared to neurotypical

controls (Glazebrook et al., 2006). However, peak acceleration has not

beenwidely studied and group differenceswere not found in children’s

reaching movements (Campione et al., 2016) or simple point-to-point

movements (Dowd et al., 2012).

Few studies have investigated differences in kinematics related to

feedback control and the direction of differences between ASD and

neurotypical (TD) populations remain unclear. Three studies investi-

gated the relative duration of the deceleration phase, quantified as

the percentage of MT after PV occurred, and did not find differences

(Campione et al., 2016; Glazebrook et al., 2006; Rinehart et al., 2006).

However, there is some evidence that autistic individuals may require

a greater extent of feedback processing to control movement, as their

movements may be jerkier (Cook et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2014) and

comprisemoreMUs (Forti et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2014).

A gap in the literature is in the consideration of developmental

changes in movement kinematics. First, differences between ASD and

TD populations in how the kinematic organisation of movement devel-

ops can obscure group differences, or change the direction of effects

observed at different ages. Second, in children, motor skills are still

maturing and can develop significantly across the span of months. Ear-

lier investigations of movement kinematics studied children of differ-

ent ages, matching groups for age during sampling (Campione et al.,

2016; Dowd et al., 2012; Forti et al., 2011; Mari et al., 2003; Rinehart

et al., 2006) or including it as a covariate in the analysis (Dowd et al.,

2012). However, including a mix of ages in the study design as large

as a 5-year range in Dowd and colleagues’ (2012) study can introduce

substantial within-group variability on top of within-individual move-

ment variability inherent to the motor system and particularly when

motor skills are developing. This means that in these earlier studies,

differences between ASD and TD groups may have been confounded

or obscured in the presence of variability due to age, in their relatively

small study samples.

More importantly, developmental changes in the kinematic struc-

ture of movement provide insight into the development of goal-

directed movements. Like in adults, infant reaches are structured into

phases of acceleration and deceleration or ‘MUs’, including a domi-

nant MU covering the most distance to the target – the primary trans-

port unit (von Hofsten, 1991). With development, the number of MUs

decreases, the PV or primary transport unit occurs earlier and cov-

ers an increasing proportion of the target distance (Berthier & Keen,

2006; Konczak et al., 1995, 1997; Newman et al., 2001; von Hofsten,

1991). Reach trajectories become straighter (Berthier & Keen, 2006;

von Hofsten, 1991). By the end of 2 years, adult-like movements with

a single bell-shaped velocity profile start to be produced predomi-

nantly (Berthier & Keen, 2006; Konczak & Dichgans, 1997) but the

quality of reaches continue to improve throughout childhood, includ-

ing reduced variability in reach endpoint (Contreras-Vidal, 2006; King

et al., 2012). This body of research, conducted in neurotypical pop-

ulations, suggest that with development, there is a reduced reliance

on later corrective feedback movements, as the initial planning phase

becomes more efficient (Deutsch &Newell, 2005), potentially through

the development of more accurate motor plans. If this developmen-

tal process is altered in autism, this could indicate that differences in

motor planning or execution can have downstream effects on motor

control processes recruited for producing efficient goal-directed

movement.

Tablet-based technology has become more widely available as

accessible research tools, and used to study movement kinematics in

autistic children (Dowd et al., 2012; Papadopoulos et al., 2012; Rine-

hart et al., 2006), but the developmental significance of themovements

studied using these tools is often overlooked. Specifically, movements

made on a tablet surface are usually part of a two-step movement:

first to bring the finger or pen to the tablet surface, before making the

desired movement within the tablet environment. Research using new

technology and smart-tablet technology should consider that devices

do not just provide a virtual environment within their workspace, but

are also objects situated in the real-world environment.

1.2 Current study

In summary, theoretical advances from an embodied cognition frame-

work highlight the role of early sensorimotor differences in socio-

communicative development through learning. Movement kinemat-

ics provide a window into the processes involved in the control of

movement and differences at this level have been reported in autis-

tic compared to neurotypical individuals. Differences in developmental

trends may indicate if motor control processes are recruited to differ-

ent extents with development. Smart-tablet technology has provided

easy access to the recording ofmovement kinematics, but little consid-

eration has been given to the developmental significance of suchmove-

ments.

In this study, kinematic analysis was conducted on goal-directed

movements made by 3- to 6-year-old children during smart-tablet

gameplay, involving moving food pieces within a start area onto plates

within an end area (Anzulewicz et al., 2016). The food-to-plate move-

ments are considered to be conceptually equivalent to the second step

of a two-step movement where the target distance from food-to-plate

modulates the difficulty of the movement, preceded by a movement

to bring the finger onto the food area of the touch screen. Two-step

actions such as a reach-to-place task have been used to investigate

prospective control (Gottwald et al., 2017) and kinematics of the

second step were sensitive to changes in task demands, relating to

differences in planning and prospective control of the second move-

ment step (Gottwald, 2018).
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We approached the investigation of differences between ASD and

TD groups in the kinematic organisation of movement in two steps.

First, we explored the validity of kinematic variables proposed in the

multiple processmodel, as indicatorsof feedforwardand feedback con-

trol in the context of smart-tablet gameplay. PV, PV of the first MU

(PV1), and TTPV were selected a priori as kinematic variables related

to feedforward control; MUs, percent time after PV (i.e. the deceler-

ation phase, %Dec) related to feedback control; and MT related to

both feedforward and feedback control. Movement units after peak

velocity (MU-APV) and a binary variable, whether peak velocity was

found in the first MU (PV1-b), were further explored as potential indi-

cators of feedback and feedforward control, respectively. Next, we

investigated the relationship between ASD diagnosis, target distance

and age on selected movement kinematic variables. We hypothesised

that (1) autistic children will differ from neurotypical children in the

extent of both feedforward and feedback control (effect of ASD); (2)

in how kinematics relating to the feedforward and feedback processes

develop with age (interaction effect of ASD × age) and (3) how they

alter kinematics in relation to target distance, an indicator of goal diffi-

culty (Interaction effect of ASD×Dist).

2 METHODS

2.1 Sample

Data fromAnzulewicz and colleagues (2016) on fingermovements dur-

ing smart-tablet (Apple Inc., iPad mini 2 2013, iOS version 7.0) game-

play of the ‘Sharing’ game were analysed. The dataset consists of 82

children aged between 3 and 6 years old, including 37 children had a

clinical diagnosis of ICD-10 Childhood Autism (ASD) (12 female) and

45 typically developing (TD) children (13 female). Children in the ASD

group were recruited from specialist therapeutic centres in Krakow,

Poland, where they were presenting for professional input for symp-

toms related to autism. The majority (n = 33) did not have any comor-

bid disorders, four participants were considered co-morbid with ‘intel-

lectual impairment’ without sensory or motor deficits, two were diag-

nosed with Asperger’s Syndrome, and one was considered ‘high func-

tioning’. The ‘Sharing’ game involvedmoving food pieces presented in a

central area towards one of the four plates in the game scene. Partici-

pants were given 2 min of practice to familiarise with the task before

5 min of data collection during gameplay. Kinematic data were sam-

pled at a spatial resolution of 2048× 1536 pixels at 326 pixels per inch,

and a temporal resolution of 60 Hz, as determined by the smart-tablet

device characteristics. Further description of the dataset can be found

in the report byAnzulewicz and colleagues (2016). This study conforms

to the ethical principles set out in the Declaration of Helsinki and was

approved by theUniversity of Strathclyde Ethics Committee. Informed

consent for children’s participation in the study was provided by their

parents. Data had been anonymised prior to access by the first author

for thepresent investigation. Apart fromparticipant age andgender, no

other personal information was linked to the touchscreen movement

data.

F IGURE 1 ‘Sharing’ game, showing food-to-plate swipes from one
participant. Participants made swipes from food presented in different
locations within the food area, to locations within the end area.
Participants predominantly ended their movement in the plate areas,
but the gamemechanics regarded a ‘successful’ swipe as one that
moved the food to a plate or to the location of any cartoon characters.
This figure shows examples of the successful food-to-plate swipes
(red) and unsuccessful swipes (blue) excluded from the analysis in this
study

Goal-directed finger swipes were included for analysis in this study.

Unlike paradigms on point-to-point movements, the ‘Sharing’ game did

not have specific start and end-points; therefore goal-directed swipes

were defined as swipes beginning in the food area and ending in the

target area (food-to-plate swipes, see Figure 1). We excluded swipes

not suitable for kinematic analysis: swipes made with multiple touches

(where more than one gesture was registered at the same time) were

excluded as a unique swipe path could not be distinguished; and swipes

consisting of less than five data pointswere excluded to permit velocity

derivatives using a five-point stencil (see Procedure).

To increase the validity of our analysis to goal-directed swipes, we

further restricted the analysis to swipes likely to be performed accord-

ing to the task-demands.We excluded: first, food-to-plate swipes from

participants who made at least 10% of food-to-plate swipes out of the

total swipes made during gameplay; second, outliers of food-to-plate

swipes based onMT (>2.0 s) and target distance (>70mm) as these are

unlikely tobe swipes aimedat reaching a single goal location efficiently;

finally, swipes with a straightness index (ratio of distancemoved to tar-

get distance) greater than 1.5. This criteria for straightness index was

selected as it excluded most of the outliers based on visual-inspection

of a box-plot, and was guided by reports that straightness ratio of

reaching movements decrease to about 1.4 by 3 years of age (Berthier

& Keen, 2006).

2.2 Kinematic variables (a priori)

MTwas defined as the time from touch begun to touch end.
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MU was a count variable defined as a velocity maximum compris-

ing an acceleration and deceleration phase cumulatively resulting in a

velocity changeof 8mm/sormore. Velocitymaximawere includedonly

if they were greater than 5% of PV. Swipes were visually inspected to

ascertain that this criterion excluded small changes in velocity in the

count of MUs (Achermann et al., 2020; von Hofsten, 1991). The start

of the first MU was defined as the acceleration phase where velocity

increases from the first velocity minimum or from the time touch was

detected, to a velocitymaximum. The endof the lastMUwas defined as

the deceleration phase, where velocity decreases from a velocity max-

imum to the last velocity minimum, or the touchwas detected to end.

PV was the value of the greatest magnitude of velocity resulting

from themovement.

PV of the first MU (PV1)was the value of the maximum velocity of

the firstMU.

TTPVwas the time from touch begun to the time PVwas reached.

Deceleration phase (%Dec) was the ratio of time after PV to move-

ment end, expressed as a percentage.

2.3 Kinematic variables (exploratory analyses)

MU-APVwas the number ofMUs occurring after PV.

PV of the first MU (PV1-b) was a binary variable, whether PV1 was

found in the firstMU.

2.4 Predictors

ASDdiagnosis (ASD), defined as clinical diagnosis of ICD-10Childhood

Autism, and participant age (age), measured in months, were included

as predictors of kinematic variable at the cluster level.

Target distance (Dist), defined as the displacement between the

start and end position of the swipe, was included as a predictor of the

kinematic variable at the swipe level. This was an ordered categorical

variable in 10-mm intervals.

2.5 Data preprocessing

Data consisting of timestamps and positional coordinates recorded in

Apple Developer’s UITouch object were pre-processed in Python 3.7.

Movement start was defined as the time when a touch was detected

(UITouch=0).Movement endwasdefinedas the timeanongoing touch

was detected to end (UITouch = 3). Invalidly recorded swipes, with-

out a touch detected, moved (UITouch = 1), and end structure, were

excluded from analysis.

Movement x- and y-position vectors were filtered using a fourth-

order, zero-phase shift, 8-Hz low pass Butterworth filter (Bartlett,

2007) (see Supplementary Material for more information on how this

filter frequency was selected). Finally, velocity magnitude was calcu-

lated as the vector sum of x- and y-velocity vectors and kinematic out-

come variables were calculated for each swipe according to the defini-

tions described.

2.6 Data analysis

Data analysis was conducted in R (version 3.6) and RStudio (version

1.2).Mixed effectmodelswere fitted using the lme4 (Bates et al., 2015)

and glmmTMB packages (Brooks et al., 2017).

A chi-squared test was conducted to test if there was a group dif-

ference in the number of swipes excluded from analysis. Descriptive

statistics by group were obtained for age (mean, standard deviation

and range) and sex (frequency and proportion). Numbers of swipes

made for each category of Dist were cross-tabulated by group. Group

differences in means and standard deviations of participant age were

tested using a T-test, differences in distribution of sex using a chi-

squared test and differences in median Dist category using a Mann–

Whitney test. The distribution of each swipe kinematic outcome by

group was inspected using violin plots for continuous or count vari-

ables, and a barplot for the binary variable PV1-b.

To account for the nesting of swipe data by individual, linear and

generalised linear mixed models were fitted for each swipe kinematic

outcome with Dist centred to the median category (30–40 mm), and

age was scaled to years and mean-centred (4.7 years). Linear regres-

sion models were fitted for five outcome variables: PV1, %Dec; and

log-transformed variables MT, TTPV and PV. General linear regression

models (zero-truncated Poisson log-link models) were fitted for MU.

As exploratory analyses, following model diagnostics for the a priori

kinematic variables, we fitted generalised linearmixedmodels for kine-

matic variables PV1-b (logistic regression) and MU-APV (Poisson log-

link regression). Finally, we computed pairwise correlations between

all the kinematic outcomes considered in the study to strengthen the

interpretation of themovement kinematic as indicators of feedforward

and feedback control.

2.7 Model building and diagnostics

The top-down model building procedure recommended by Zuur and

colleagues (2009) was followed. We considered random intercepts to

account for the non-independence in swipes made by the same sub-

ject as part of our experimental design, but additionally included ran-

dom slopes for all kinematic variables as improved the models (Sup-

plemental Table 4). For multivariate conditional models, ASD, Dist and

age were included as hypothesised fixed effects, but we only included

interaction effects in the final model if they improved the model to be

able to estimate relevant parameters more accurately and precisely to

answer the experimental questions. As part of experimental hypothe-

ses, we tested for the effect of ASD × Dist and ASD × age. We also

considered an interaction effect of Dist× age to control for age effects

on the slope of Dist. No interaction effect of Dist × age was found for

all models except for PV1 (Supplemental Table 5). As the distribution

of PV, TTPV and MT was positively skewed (Figure 4) and residuals
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obtained frommodelling each of these variableswere not normally dis-

tributed, we log-transformed PV, TTPV andMT and re-fitted the mod-

els using the same model building procedure. Final models were fitted

using the REML estimator for linear models andML estimator for gen-

eral linear models. Parameter estimates with 95% confidence intervals

and p values were obtained by applying Type III ANOVA Satterthwaite

andWald’s approximation to degrees of freedom for linear and general

linear models, respectively. Further information on the model building

procedure is provided in SupplementaryMaterial.

2.8 Exploratory kinematic variables

2.8.1 MUs after peak velocity (MU-APV)

As fixedeffects explainedonly1%of thevariance in%Dec,wesought to

identify another kinematic variable indicative of feedback processing,

that was less susceptible to variability in whether the PV occurred in

the firstMU.We derived a count variable, MU-APV.

2.8.2 PV of the first MU (PV1-b)

Due to heteroscedasticity in residual variance found in the model fit

for PV1 and because the swipemovement profile varied inwhether the

largest peak in velocity occurred in the firstMU (Figure 2), wederived a

binary variable indicating whether PV was found in the first MU (PV1-

b).

2.9 Sensitivity analyses

We reran the final models (forMT, TTPV, PV, PV1-b andMU-APV only)

on a stricter dataset, which further excluded swipes that did not meet

the criteria of<5-mmdistance covered before firstminima and<5-mm

distance covered after last minima, if applicable. This was to exclude:

(1) movements that decelerate over a significant proportion of the tar-

get distance upon contacting the touchscreen surface before making

the food-plate swipe, which would invalidate the Dist category; and (2)

movements resulting from a strategy to slowly reduce the distance to

the goal, before quickly accelerating towards goal while lifting the fin-

ger off the touchscreen surface, which do not have the same kinematic

form as accurate goal-directed movements even if they achieved the

task-demand in the gameplay context.

2.10 Data availability

Derived and analysed kinematic data, Python scripts used to generate

kinematic data from raw touchscreen data and R scripts used to gener-

ate kinematic data analysis are available on https://osf.io/xjdf8/.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Analysis sample

A total of 4917 food-to-plate swipes were made by 82 participants.

Among these, 159 (3.2%) swipeswere not suitable for the present anal-

ysis as they resulted from ‘multiple touch’ where more than one swipe

was registered at the same time (n= 118, 2.4%), containing fewer than

five data points (n = 7, 0.1%), or resulted in swipe distances shorter

than the shortest food-plate distance (n = 34, 0.7%). After exclusion,

3926 swipes from 71 participants (43 TD, 28 ASD), formed our sample

of goal-directed food-to-plate swipes. 2593 swipes (66.0%)weremade

by TD participants and 1333 swipes (34.0%) were made by ASD par-

ticipants. ASD diagnosis did not influence whether swipes were more

likely to be excluded (χ2 (1) = 0.385, p value = 0.535). See Supplemen-

tal Table 1 for a breakdown of the excluded swipes.

The mean number of goal-directed swipes made per individual was

66 swipes, and on average this was 20 swipes greater for TD partic-

ipants (73 swipes) than ASD participants (55 swipes) (T(69) = 2.99,

p= 0.004).

Forty-seven (66.2%) participants in the analysis sample were male,

and the proportion of male and female did not differ between ASD and

TD groups (χ2 (1)= 0.621, p= 0.431). Participants’ age ranged from2.8

to 6.6 years, with amean of 4.7 years (s.d= 0.905).Means and variance

of agewerenot different betweenASDandTDgroups (T(69)=−0.184,

p = 0.855; F(42,27) = 1.10, p = 0.801). Swipes made by participants in

theTDandASDgrouphaddisplacement ranging from13.5 to 70.0mm,

leading to six ordered categories of 10-mm intervals from11 to70mm.

Proportions in respective categories of Dist were marginally signifi-

cantly different between TD and ASD groups (χ2 (5)= 11.2, p= 0.047).

Proportionally, children in the ASD group performed marginally more

swipes in the 30–40-mm category and marginally less swipes in the

10–20 and 20–30-mm category. The median Dist was 30–40 mm. See

Tables 1–3 and Figure 3 for details.

3.2 Linear and generalised-linear mixed effect
models

In this section, we report on the final linear and generalised-linear

mixed effect models for log-transformed variables MT, PV, TTPV, and

variables PV1-b and MU-APV (Table 4, fixed effect; Table 5, ran-

dom effects). Assumptions of normality of residuals, homogeneity of

variance and linearity were met following log-transformation (Sup-

plemental Figure 1) and MU-APV was not overdispersed (dispersion

ratio = 0.902). The total variance explained ranged from 26.9% to

73.6%, with fixed effects explaining 12.5%–35.3% of the total vari-

ance (Table 5). Exponentiated (multiplicative) coefficients are reported

for log-transformed variables MT, TTPV, PV, odds ratios (OR) for PV1-

b and incidence rate ratios (IRR) for MU-APV (Table 4). Predicted

marginal effects of ASD, age andDist are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

https://osf.io/xjdf8/
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F IGURE 2 Swipe velocity profiles. Each participant may execute amix of velocity profiles, representative examples for ASD (left) and TD
(right) children are given for swipes with (a) 1, (b) 2, or (c) 3movement units

TABLE 1 Swipes excluded and analysed

Food-to-plate

swipes Total (N= 4917) TD (N= 3233) ASD (N= 1684) p value

Swipes excluded 991 (20.2%) 640 (19.8%) 351 (20.8%) 0.406

Analysis sample 3926 (79.8%) 2593 (80.2%) 1333 (79.2%)

Models for MU, PV1 and %Dec are reported in Supplemental Table

2.

3.3 Effect of Dist, age, and ASD

We found strong evidence of an effect of Dist and age on all kine-

matic outcomes (p < 0.001). Increase in Dist led to longer MT (OR:

1.10, 95% CI 1.09–1.12), larger PV (OR: 1.17, 95% CI 1.15–1.18)

and longer TTPV (OR: 1.13, 95% CI 1.11–1.15). Increase in Dist

also led to lower odds of PV1-b (OR: 0.75, 95% CI 0.70–0.81), and

greater incidence rate of MU-APV (IRR: 1.33, 95% CI 1.26–1.41).

(Tables 4 and 5). In other words, compared to shorter swipes, we

found fewer swipes with peak velocity in the first MU amongst longer

swipes. We also found, on average, more MUs after PV in longer

swipes.
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TABLE 2 Analytic sample: participant age and swipes per individual, by ASD diagnosis

Participants Total (N= 71) TD (N= 43) ASD (N= 28) p value

Sex

Male, N (%) 47 (66.2%) 30 (69.8%) 17 (60.7%) 0.431

Female, N (%) 24 (33.8%) 13 (30.2%) 11 (39.3%)

Age, years

Mean (sd) 4.7 (0.9) 4.7 (0.9) 4.7 (0.9) 0.855

Range 2.8–6.6 3.0–6.2 2.8–6.6 n.a

Swipes per participant

Mean (sd) 66.0 (27.0) 73.3 (25.6) 54.8 (25.4) 0.004

Range 11–145 18–145 11–96 n.a

Abbreviation: TD, typically developing.

TABLE 3 Analytic sample: characteristics of goal-directed swipes by ASD diagnosis

Swipes Total n (%) TD n (%) ASD n (%) p value

Total 3926 (100%) 2593 (66.0%) 1333 (34.0%) n.a

Target distance

10–20mm 232 (5.9%) 172 (6.6%) 60 (4.5%) 0.0468

20–30mm 1207 (30.7%) 808 (31.2%) 399 (29.9%)

30–40mm 743 (18.9%) 467 (18.0%) 276 (20.7%)

40-–50mm 851 (21.7%) 552 (21.3%) 299 (22.4%)

50–60mm 643 (16.4%) 429 (16.5%) 214 (16.1%)

60–70mm 250 (6.4%) 165 (6.4%) 85 (6.4%)

Abbreviation: TD, typically developing.

Increase in 1 year of age led to swipes with shorter MT (OR: 0.71,

95% CI 0.64–0.79), larger PV (OR: 1.25, 95% CI 1.16–1.35), shorter

TTPV (OR: 0.74, 95% CI 0.65–0.83), greater odds of PV1-b (OR: 1.89,

95% CI 1.52–2.35), and reduced the incidence rate of MU-APV (IRR:

0.61, 95%CI 0.51–0.72).

We found evidence of an effect of ASD for MT, PV, TTPV and MU-

APV, alongwith interaction effects of ASD×Dist andASD× age. At the

medianDist of 30–40mmandmean ageof 4.7 years, participants in the

ASD group had longer MT (OR: 1.13, 95% CI: 0.96–1.33), TTPV (OR:

1.20, 95% CI 1.00–1.44), lower PV (OR: 0.92, 95% CI 0.82–1.03) and

greater incidence rate ofMU-APV (IRR: 1.36, 95%CI (1.01–1.83) com-

pared to TD participants. Compared to the TD group, the ASD group

had half the odds of PV1-b (OR: 0.56, 95%CI 0.38–0.82).

3.4 Interaction effects

ASD × Dist. The ASD × Dist interaction for MU-APV (IRR: 0.91, 95%

CI 0.84–0.99), indicating a smaller effect of ASD at longer Dist and a

smaller effect of Dist for the ASD group compared to the TD group.

ASD × Age. ASD × age interactions for MT, PV and MU-APV show

that the effect of ASD became larger with an increase in age and the

effect of agewas smaller for theASDcompared toTDgroup.Compared

to theTDgroup, the age-attributed reduction in kinematic outcome for

the ASD groupwas smaller forMT (OR: 1.33, 95%CI 1.11–1.60), TTPV

(OR: 1.21, 95% CI 0.99–1.48) and MU-APV (IRR: 1.35, 95% CI 1.02–

1.80); and age-attributed increase in PVwas smaller (OR: 0.88, 95%CI

0.77–1.00).

3.5 Correlation analysis

PV1 was strongly positively correlated with PV (r = 0.87) and showed

the same patterns of correlations: negatively correlated with TTPV,

MT and MU, and weak to no correlation with %Dec. MU was more

strongly correlated with PV1 (r = −0.40) than PV (r = −0.19). PV1-

b was positively correlated with PV1 (r = 0.51) but only weakly cor-

related with PV (r = 0.19), and otherwise showed the same pattern

of correlations with PV1. MU-APV was positively correlated with MU

(r = 0.75), %Dec (r = 0.46) and MT (r = 0.51), and showed no correla-

tion with TTPC, PV1 and PV. PV1-b was not correlated with MU-APV

(Figure 7).

MUandMTwere strongly positive correlated (r= 0.72) and showed

the same pattern of correlations with other kinematic variables: pos-

itively correlated with TTPV and MU-APV, no correlation with %Dec,

and negative correlations with PV and PV1 (Figure 7).
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TABLE 4 Final models. Linear, logistic and Poissonmixed effect models. Fixed effects with exponentiated coefficients for movement time, peak
velocity, time to peak velocity; odds ratios for peak velocity 1MU-b and incidence rate ratios for movement units APV. Fixed effects were
calculated at themedian Dist category (30–40mm) across all swipes andmean age (4.7 years) across all participants

MT (s) PV (mm/s) TTPV (s) PV1-b MU-APV

Fixed effects Coefficient (95% CI) Coefficient 95% CI) Coefficient (95% CI) Odds ratios 95% CI) Incidence rate Ratios
95% CI)

Intercept 0.70*** (0.63–0.77) 114.11***

(105.96–122.88)

0.28*** (0.25–0.32) 4.45*** (3.43–5.78) 0.29*** (0.24–0.35)

Dist 1.10*** (1.09–1.12) 1.17*** (1.15–1.18) 1.13*** (1.11–1.15) 0.75*** (0.70–0.81) 1.33*** (1.26–1.41)

Age 0.71*** (0.64–0.79) 1.25*** (1.16–1.35) 0.74*** (0.65–0.83) 1.89*** (1.52–2.35) 0.61*** (0.51–0.72)

ASD 1.13 (0.96–1.33) 0.92 (0.82–1.03) 1.20* (1.00–1.44) 0.56** (0.38–0.82) 1.36* (1.01–1.83)

ASD× age 1.33** (1.11–1.60) 0.88 (0.77–1.00) 1.21 (0.99–1.48) n.a 1.35* (1.02–1.80)

ASD×Dist n.a n.a n.a n.a 0.91* (0.84–0.99)

Abbreviations: MT, movement time; MU-APV, movement units after peak velocity; PV, peak velocity; PV1-b, peak velocity of the first movement unit; TTPV,

time to peak velocity.

*p< 0.05.

**p< 0.01.

***p< 0.001.

F IGURE 3 Violin plot showing distribution of participant age by
ASD diagnosis (Black: TD, Red: ASD)

3.6 Sensitivity analysis

Atotal of 3684 swipes (93.8%of theanalysis sample), 2435 (93.9%) and

1249 (93.7%) from ASD and TD group participants, respectively, met

the stricter criteria for sensitivity analysis. Analysis of this dataset pro-

duced comparable coefficient estimates (Supplemental Table 3). The

ASD× age effect reduced slightly forMU-APV (IRR: 1.26, 95%CI 0.94–

1.69) and increased slightly for PV (OR: 0.82, 95%CI 0.72–0.93).

4 DISCUSSION

In linewith our hypotheses,we found evidence that (1) childrenwith an

ASD diagnosis differed from neurotypical controls in movement kine-

matics of goal-directedmovements, (2) that,with the exceptionof PV1-

b, these group differences become larger amongst older children, and

(3) that ASD diagnosis influenced the relationship between target dis-

tance andmovement kinematics related to feedback control.

4.1 Swipe kinematics and motor control
processes in smart-tablet gameplay

First, we discuss the rationale for deriving the two additional kinematic

variables (PV1-b and MU-APV) in the context of our study paradigm

and their suitability.

Movement kinematics reflect planning and adjustment in the final step

of a two-step (1) reach-to-food and (2) food-to-plate movement. The kine-

matic structure of swipe movements contains a primary transport

unit in which PV occurs, the magnitude of which relates to feedfor-

ward movement planning to cover the target distance; but whether

PV occurred in the first MU (and hence resulting in a greater PV1)

depended on successful action chaining—that is, whether the move-

ment plan was available following the initial reach-to-contact to next

immediately execute the second food-to-plate movement. Feedback

processes act later to produce corrective movements altering the

movement plan, appearing in the kinematic profile asMUs after the PV.

%Dec. %Dec is typically used to analyse smoothmovements consist-

ing of a single movement peak. %Dec is sensitive to variation in differ-

ent aspects of the kinematic profile, that is, the variation in MT before

or after PV and theMU inwhich PV occurs. The effect of ASDor age on

%Decmight have been cancelled out as each predictor can have unique

effects on different aspects of the movement profile, which can in turn

alter the value of %Dec in opposing directions.

PV1-b. This binary variable, measuring whether PVwas found in the

first MU, was based on the above reasoning on the kinematic struc-

ture of the two-step movement. Correlation patterns indicate that
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TABLE 5 Final models. linear, logistic and Poissonmixed effect models. Random effects coefficients for residuals, intercept, slope, and
correlation between intercept and slope, marginal/conditional R2; intra-class correlation, deviance statistic and AIC criteria

MT (s) PV (mm/s) TTPV (s) PV1-b MU-APV

Random effects Estimates Estimates Estimates Estimates Estimates

σ2 0.08 0.09 0.21 3.29 1.17

τ00 Subject 0.13 0.06 0.14 0.62 0.30

τ11 Subject. Dist 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01

ρ01 Subject −0.48 −0.32 −0.11 −0.52 −0.86

ICC 0.61 0.41 0.40 0.16 0.20

Marginal R2/conditional R2 0.296/0.729 0.350/0.614 0.201/0.517 0.123/0.263 0.166/0.331

Deviance 1544.434 1861.133 5398.459 3946.211 6083.565

AIC 1586.130 1905.410 5438.311 3960.211 6101.565

Abbreviations: MT, movement time; MU-APV, movement units after peak velocity; PV, peak velocity; PV1-b, peak velocity of the first movement unit; TTPV,

time to peak velocity.

it is a good candidate measure of successful action chaining: PV1-

b was only weakly correlated with PV suggesting that it is distinct

from processes involved in generating the feedforward movement

plan.

MU-APV. This variable was a count of the number of MUs after PV,

derived to capture feedback control processes where themovement is

set within an action chain of more than one movement step. Positive

correlations with %Dec and MT suggest that it is related to deceler-

ative processes towards the movement goal that increase overall MT.

Moreover, it appears specific to feedback processes, as it was not cor-

related with variables associated with feedforward planning and con-

trol processes (PV, PV1, PV1-b, TTPV).

Relationship to other kinematic parameters. Our study focused on

‘local’ landmarks in the movement profile of specific goal-directed

actions, grounded in a theory of prospective motor control, to make

inferences on specific sub-second processes implicated in volun-

tary movement generation. Other kinematic variables shown to be

different in autism include ones also related to these landmarks, such

as their spatiotemporal variability (Foster et al., 2020b; Glazebrook

et al., 2006). Others focus on more ‘global’ features, such as the jerk

amplitude averaged over repetitions of movement (Cook et al., 2013),

amount of speed fluctuations (s-peaks) within cycles ofmovement (Wu

et al., 2018) or the straightness in movement path (Weisblatt et al.,

2019), all of which likely arise from the coordination of multiple pro-

cesses over space and time.

A standard battery of kinematic parameters for measuring motor

differences in autism is conceivable and has functional utility in the

development of algorithmic assessment of movement (Millar et al.,

2019;Wedvan et al., 2019; Lidstone et al., 2021). Such a battery, incor-

porating parameters with neurobiological and developmental signif-

icance, could be tailored to suit specific aims with parameter selec-

tion guided by data type and context. For example, more ‘global’ kine-

matic features may be more useful for continuous, long time-scale,

accelerometer data acquired in naturalistic environments, whereas

analysis of local features might be more suitable when acquired under

experimental or structured conditions. Ultimately, a combination of

kinematic features of the two types may computationally characterise

an ‘autism motor signature’ useful for precise digital phenotyping or

computational solutions to support early screening, clinical diagno-

sis and therapeutic monitoring, and for research purposes (Hocking &

Caeyenberghs, 2017).

4.2 Movement kinematic differences between
ASD and TD

In the remaining discussion,we refer to results related to the kinematic

outcomesMT, PV, TTPV, PV1-b andMU-APV.

In line with the general trend reported in previous work (Campione

et al., 2016; Forti et al., 2011; Glazebrook et al., 2006;Mari et al., 2003;

Yang et al., 2014), we found longer MT and TTPV in autistic children

compared to neurotypical controls, and also lower PV and fewer MUs

in swipes made by autistic children. Our findings further indicate that

the extent of kinematic differences between ASD and TD was larger

amongst older children.

There are a number of reasons why previous studies reported find-

ings different to ours. First, our findings may be specific to autistic

children with more severe difficulties, as our sample comprised chil-

dren presenting at specialist clinics. In contrast, some studies, which

did not find group differences between autistic individuals and con-

trols in PV or MT, included only children with high functioning autism

or Asperger’s Disorder (Papadopoulos et al., 2012), or specifically

excluded individuals with low cognitive functioning (Campione et al.,

2016; Yang et al., 2014). This explanation is supported by evidence that

group differences in PV were modulated by level of functioning (Mari

et al., 2003), and PV was positively correlated with IQ in both groups

(Forti et al., 2011). Second, insufficient power could explain why group

differenceswerenot found in other studies.Movements, particularly in

childhood are characterised by variability (Thelen & Smith, 1994), and

our data support this (Figure3). There is highwithin-individual variabil-

ity as children do not always perform movements with the same kine-

matic characteristics. Including a large range of ages in relatively small
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F IGURE 4 (Top) Descriptive plots of kinematic variables (a priori) across the analytic sample of 3926 swipes. From a-f: Violin plots ofMT, PV,
TTPV,MU, PV1, %Dec, by ASD diagnosis (Black: TD, Red: ASD); (Bottom) Descriptive plots of kinematic variables (exploratory) across the analytic
sample of 3926 swipes. g: Violin plot ofMU-APV by ASD diagnosis (Black: TD, Red: ASD); h: Barplot of PV1-b showing proportions (relative counts)
of Peak Velocity occurring in the first movement unit (Yes) or occurring in subsequent movement units (No), for swipesmade by each group
[Corrections made on 21December 2021, after first online publication: Figure part labels for 4g and 4h have been corrected in this version.]

sample sizes (Dowd et al., 2012), or using a two-step task can introduce

further between-individual variability that makes it difficult to detect

group differences. In contrast, variability is likely less problematic in

studies of young adults, which have found group differences (Glaze-

brook et al., 2006). Third, developmental changes amplifies group dif-

ferences, as indicated by the ASD × age interaction in our study. This

can explain why there was only a trend towards lower PV in autistic

compared to neurotypical children in Forti and colleagues (2011) study

of young children age 3–4 years old. Finally, task differences test dif-

ferentmovement strategies andmay alter group differences. Although

Cook and colleagues (2013) found greater PV and shorter MT in autis-

tic young adults, this is likely restricted to the context of repetitive

unconstrained arm movements they investigated, in contrast to our

study and themajority of relatedwork, which focused on goal-directed

movements.

Modulating control processes with task difficulty. Increase in target dis-

tance increases hence task difficulty. In line with motor control theory,

this led to an increase in MT and PV, as well as a decrease in TTPV and

PV1-b in both groups. Target distance is thought to have little influ-

ence on feedback control processes in studies of smooth movements

in adults, which typically consist of a single movement peak (Bootsma

et al., 2004; MacKenzie et al., 1987). We present new evidence that

the number of MU-APV in children’s goal-directed swipes increases

with target distance. One explanation may be that greater target
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F IGURE 5 Predictedmarginal effects of mixed effect models. Top to bottom: movement time (MT), time to peak velocity (TTPV), peak velocity
(PV). (a)–(c) Effect of target distance by ASD diagnosis at grandmean of age (4.7 years). (d)–(f) Effect of age by ASD diagnosis at grandmedian
category of target distance (30–40mm). No effect of ASD×Dist was found ((a)–(c) but ASD× age cross-over interaction effects show diverging
trends in thesemovement kinematics and differing effects of ASD diagnosis (d)–(f)

distance increases the opportunity for error and therefore greater use

of corrective movements. However, every 1-year increase in age also

halves the number of MU-APV in children’s goal-directed swipes. This

suggests that development of successful feedforward control with age

reduces the need to recruit subsequent feedback processes. Further,

the ASD × Dist interaction suggests that at smaller target distances,

theTDgroup is able tousepredominantly feedforward control and rely

less on corrective feedback movements, unlike the ASD group. These

group differences disappear at longer target distances as the TD group

recruits similar extents of feedback control as the ASD group to over-

come the greater task difficulty.Our findings overall, suggest that feed-

forward control processes are intact in autistic children but less effec-

tive than neurotypical controls, thereby resulting in a greater reliance

on feedback control.
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F IGURE 6 Predictedmarginal effects of mixed effect models. Top: movement units after peak velocity (MU-APV) (expected value); bottom:
peak velocity of the first movement unit (PV1-b) with predicted probabilities. Left: Effect of target distance by ASD diagnosis at grandmean of age
(4.7 years). Right: Effect of age by ASD diagnosis at grandmedian category of target distance (30–40mm). The ASD×Dist formovement units after
peak velocity (MU-APV) show that for further targets, the ASD group did not show an increase in number ofMU-APV to the same extent as the TD
group, while ASD× age effect shows that the ASD group executemovements with greaterMU-APV, but this effect is only seen amongst older
children (a, c). No interaction effects were found for PV1-b, indicating that the effect of ASD does not changewith age or Dist (b, d)

Developmental differences in movement kinematics. Reduction in MT,

TTPV and MU-APV, and increase in PV in TD children is consistent

with what we expect with motor development. With development,

feedforward processes become more efficient and accurate, as rep-

resented by increasing dominance of a single, primary transport unit

and fewer subsequent feedback phases to correct the trajectory to the

target (Berthier & Keen, 2006; von Hofsten, 1991). Our finding that

PV became more likely to occur in the first MU with age likely indi-

cates that action chaining becomes more consistent with motor devel-

opment. Interaction effects show a smaller reduction in MU-APV in

the ASD group with increase in age compared to the TD group along-

side lower PV, longer TTPV and longer MT, and this evidence sup-

ports a previous explanation for why ASD and TD groups have dif-

ferent movement kinematics, that autistic children develop different

movement strategies compared to neurotypical controls (Glazebrook

et al., 2006;Mari et al., 2003). Research using a computational perspec-

tive suggests that reducing the magnitude of PV is an optimal strat-

egy to compensate for noise during motor execution, thereby reduc-

ing the error resulting from feedforward control processes (Harris &

Wolpert, 1998). An earlier study focusing on variability in feedforward

processes also supports the idea that autistic individuals reduce PV to

minimise the effects of noise on the ongoing movement (Glazebrook

et al., 2006). In line with findings relating to the ‘low ability’ ASD group

in Mari and colleagues’ (2003) study, our findings show that the autis-

tic children in our sample, recruited from specialist clinics, relymore on

feedback processes to reach the movement goal, that is, using correc-

tive submovements.

Sensorimotor integration. Group differences in the developmental

trends of feedforward and feedback movement kinematics may be

attributed to differences in the development of sensorimotor integra-

tion. Integration of vision and proprioception is important for planning

movement as well as to direct ongoing movement towards its goal as it

unfolds. Proprioceptive functioning improves substantially around age

4–5years (Chicoine et al., 1992; vonHofsten&Rösblad, 1988) and con-

tinues during childhood (King et al., 2010). This can, in turn, contribute

to improved integration of visuo-proprioceptive information relating

the body to themovement goal to enablemore accurate predictive and

online control processes (Babinsky et al., 2012). Smaller increases inPV
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F IGURE 7 Correlationmatrix for a priori
kinematic outcomes time to peak velocity
(TTPV), movement time (MT), movement unit
(MU), deceleration phase (%Dec), movement
units after peak velocity (MU-APV), peak
velocity of the first movement unit (PV1-b),
peak velocity of the first movement unit (PV1),
peak velocity (PV). Pairwise Pearson
correlations are shown in the right-diagonal
panel and direction/strength of correlation in
the left-diagonal panel. Blue indicates positive
correlations and red indicates negative
correlations, and greater saturation indicates
stronger correlations

with age and smaller reductions inMUs after PV in theASD group rela-

tive to controls is in linewithwhatwewould expect if the development

of sensorimotor integration was disrupted in autism. Indeed, research

appears to be converging on a disruption in sensorimotor integration

in autism (Gowen & Hamilton, 2013; Hannant et al., 2016), affecting

how multisensory information is used for motor planning (Paton et al.,

2012), execution and online control (Glazebrook et al., 2009; Schmitz

et al., 2003), andmotor learning (Haswell et al., 2009; Izawaet al., 2012;

Marko et al., 2015; Sharer et al., 2016).

Action chaining. Our findings on PV1-b support earlier reports that

action chaining is affected in autism. Movements in the ASD group

were roughly half as likely to contain the primary transport unit as

the first MU than in the TD group, suggesting that each second action

step is more likely to be performed independently of the first (Catta-

neo et al., 2007; Fabbri-Destro et al., 2009). This may result from a dif-

ficulty in incorporating the intention of the final motor act within an

action chain (Cattaneo et al., 2007; Fabbri-Destro et al., 2009). How-

ever, we also found that increase in target distance reduced the action

chaining performance of both groups to the same extent, in line with

evidence that ASD children were able to modulate grasp height of the

first movement step based on the target height (Ansuini et al., 2018).

At first glance, the latter finding appears to contradict existing expla-

nations that differences in the kinematics of chained actions are due

to differences in incorporating the intention of the final motor act. In

fact, this finding may indicate more subtle differences in planning pro-

cesses to achieve movement goals in autism—specifically, that (low-

level) visuospatial characteristics of the goal are successfully incorpo-

rated in action chainingeven if other contextual aspects of the final goal

are not.

Given limited research on action chaining in ASD, our explana-

tion highlights an important area for future research. Ansuini and

colleagues’ (2018) study was the only one, which included a task to

investigate whether modulation of the first movement step was influ-

enced by the social context, that is, the partners’ intention. However,

their task was not sensitive enough to detect modulation of move-

ment in either the TD or ASD group. Further research could clarify

how action chaining is disrupted in autism, whether the difficulty lies

in incorporating contextual and intentional information about the final

goal rather than low-level visuospatial aspects. This can also inform

whether differences in movement kinematic organisation might have

implications beyond the motor domain to affect intentional anticipa-

tion and intentional understanding in social contexts, potentially con-

tributing to socio-cognitive difficulties characteristic of autism (Tre-

varthen &Delafield-Butt, 2013; Cook, 2016).

Deficit versus strategic optimisation. Our study adds to the debate on

whether kinematic differences indicate simply adisturbance in the sen-

sorimotor system in autism, or a strategic optimisation due to underly-

ing differences in the neuromotor system (Elliott et al., 2020; Latash &

Anton, 1996). In previous studies, it was difficult to argue for whether

atypical kinematic differences relate to the former or latter in older

individuals whose motor skills are already well-developed. In contrast,

our study shows that kinematic differences between groups can be

observed as early as preschool years. Crucially, these group differ-

ences begin to be apparent around a time when visuo-proprioceptive
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integration is developing. This allowed us to reason that sensorimo-

tor development under different constraints (sensorimotor integra-

tion) might be what perpetuates kinematic differences, reflecting dif-

ferent adaptive neuro- and psycho- motor strategies in autism.

4.3 Strengths, limitations and future directions

To our knowledge, this is the largest study of movement kinematics in

autism—studies ofmotor control kinematics typically consist of around

20 individuals per group (e.g. in studies by Glazebrook and colleagues

(2006, 2009)). This step-increase in population size was enabled by

smart device and ecological gameplay assessment. While ecological

gameplay allows for behavioural variability, thiswas balanced by acqui-

sition of a large number of repeatedmeasurements across participants

to enable a high-powered analysis in amixed-effects regressionmodel.

We have embraced the benefits of smart-tablet technology for its ease

of large-scale data collection and use outside an experimental environ-

ment; however, this is notwithout compromise, and our findings should

be considered in light of its limitations.

Importantly, the ‘Sharing’ game did not have an explicit speed or

accuracy requirement: children moved food pieces to within the per-

ceptual boundaries of the plate and the task was considered suc-

cessful as long as movement ended within the end area. Although

these food-to-plate movements still showed a speed-accuracy trade-

off indicating that children followed the task demands to make move-

ments efficiently and accurately, we may have underestimated group

differences. This is because children in the ASD group may still be

able to complete the task without being as accurate—in earlier stud-

ies, differences relative to controls in MUs were greater when the

task required greater accuracy (e.g. to smaller targets) (Forti et al.,

2011), and in an unconstrained movement task, autistic adults showed

greater movement velocity, but tended to overshoot more (Cook et al.,

2013).

Using a commercially developed game also meant that we could

not incorporate experimental parameters of interest. First, we derived

target distance from the recorded properties of the resulting move-

ment, that is, the straight-line distance between the points at which a

touch began and ended. However, to account for the possibility that

the resultant movement can deviate from the initial movement plan,

we increased the validity of our definition of target distance using cat-

egories of target distance. Second, we were unable to assess endpoint

accuracy in our study as children were able to complete the task by

finishing the movement within the plate and cartoon character area.

This meant that, even though they were likely to be aiming at the

clearly demarcated plate boundaries, control errors during the move-

ment were tolerated by the gameplay design. As such we could not

evaluatewhether thedifferent kinematic strategiesusedbyeachgroup

had the same level of success.

Our studyonly useda cross-sectional design to study age trends, but

has highlighted the importance of investigating the longitudinal devel-

opment of movement kinematics in motor development. While this

study was in-part aimed at assessing the suitability of kinematic anal-

ysis on movements sampled during smart-tablet gameplay and effects

should be considered in light of this exploratory aspect, our study

shows the feasibility of sampling and analysing goal-directed move-

ments made in a gameplay context. This approach is particularly suit-

able for studying movements in young children with autism as it does

not require extensive instructions and can be used outside strict labo-

ratory environments, such as in schools and clinics (Anzulewicz et al.,

2016;Millar et al., 2019).

Finally, future research should focus on mapping the relationship

between motor kinematic, feedforward and feedback differences with

learning, cognition and psychological development in autism. Direct

evidence on these associations will strengthen the arguments we have

provided for a disruption to prospective movement in autism and its

importance for learning and development.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Our study demonstrates the use of kinematic analysis on movements

sampled on a smart device touchscreen, during ecological serious

gameplay. We show differences in the movement kinematics of autis-

tic children compared to neurotypical controls, of longerMT andTTPV,

lower PV, fewer occurrences of PV in the first MU and greater number

of MUs. We further report age-dependent differences in movement

kinematic organisation between the two groups, as a result of different

developmental trends. From these findings, we conclude that autism

affects the involvement of both predictive feedforward processes and

corrective feedback processes to achieve efficient goal-directedmove-

ment. Our findings suggest that feedforward control processes are

intact, but less effective in autistic than neurotypical children, resulting

in a greater reliance on feedback control. This points to fundamental

differences in the underlying neuromotor organisation and integration

of perceptuomotor information to anticipate, prepare and enact a self-

generated movement to achieve a desired goal, with implications for

children’s cognitive development, and learning.
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